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Abstract
Technological innovations such as digitalisation have an increasingly important role in our society. This development 
is also reflected in police work. In particular, the access to information on a global scale has increased the international 
character, adaptivity, and fluidity of criminal organisations. As such, there is a pressing need to better understand the 
evolving nature of these organisations and their associated modus operandi. While digitalisation enables access to 
lots of information and yields information overload challenges, developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI) offer new 
opportunities to tackle these challenges. In particular, they provide support in the automatic extraction and analysis 
of unstructured sources of information to efficiently make sense of large amounts of textual information sources. In 
this paper, we will explore the potential and challenges of various AI methods to extract criminal modus operandi 
from unstructured open text sources, like law court sentences. Such open text sources are reliable information sourc-
es that include detailed validated information on the criminal activities and the modus operandi evolution in a given 
country. The application of this approach offers an alternative to the examination of classified police information and 
it also facilitates cross-country comparisons. The inherent complexity of modus operandi and the unstructured char-
acter of law court sentences yield the need to align and structure the modus operandi question with particular text 
mining methods. Specifically, we propose a step-wise approach to analyse automatic extraction of modus operan-
di-related problems via exploration, detection, and categorisation analysis. This decomposition enables to align these 
problems to specific functions of text-mining or machine learning methods, such as similarity detection, clustering, 
or named entity recognition. Using practical examples we demonstrate how this approach enables to automatically 
extract relevant information from court cases sentences for analysing modus operandi evolution in time.
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Introduction

Technological innovations have found their way 
into society. For instance, the incorporation of digital 
technologies into business and social processes (dig-
italisation) provides new possibilities for services and 
business and also easy access to information and new 
forms of communication. Criminal organisations also 
profit from these technological advances as they en-
able, among others, to enlarge the illicit market in an 
efficient and anonymous manner (Bird et al., 2020). 
Moreover, criminal organisations are also able to quick-
ly adopt new technology (Allison, 2017) and adapt to 
change or counter strategies (Ayling, 2009: 182). For in-
stance, digitalisation enables sharing information (how 
to avoid law enforcement efforts, to exploit the poten-
tial of new technology) and as such it accelerates this 
adaptation capability. These adaptations are reflected 
in the methods of operations taken by criminal organ-
isations to achieve their criminal goal, the so-called 
Modus Operandi, MO. As the analysis of the MO sup-
ports the detection of criminal activities (Fosdick, 1915), 
it is important to develop a process to acquire more 
insight into MO features and their evolution in order to 
strengthen the police intelligence position.

Developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and particu-
lar text analytics and natural language processing (NLP) 
methods, provide support in this process as they ena-
ble automatic extraction and analysis of unstructured 
sources of textual information. For instance, Shabata, 
Omar, & Rahem (2014), have used AI to extract nation-
alities, weapons, and crime locations from online crime 
documents. Li & Qi (2019) have used a natural lan-
guage processing method to extract the MO features 
from crime process information and Birks, Coleman, 
and Jackson (2020) introduce an Artificial Intelligence 
framework to identify different crime types in unstruc-
tured crime reports data, as these are often classified 
as a single crime category for administrative purposes.

In this paper, we will build on existing research in order 
to explore the potential and challenges of the applica-
tion of AI methods to extract criminal modus operan-
di features from unstructured open text sources, like 
law court sentences. As often, these court sentences 
are available online and form an accessible and relia-
ble information source that contains validated infor-
mation on criminal activities. The exploration of these 
open sources offers an alternative to the examination 

of classified police information and it also facilitates 
cross-country comparisons.

The use of natural language processing (NLP) tech-
niques for the analysis of court cases narrative texts 
enables the exploration of large volumes of these 
unstructured text documents, the extraction of rele-
vant information, and the uncovering of patterns. For 
instance, the potential of these techniques to support 
sentencing is discussed by Stobbs, Hunter, & Bagaric 
(2017). Medvedeva, Vols & Wieling (2020) demonstrate 
the potential of NLP techniques to support the pre-
diction of judicial decisions of the European Court of 
Human Rights. On the other hand, Wenger et al. (2021) 
have applied NLP for automated punishment extrac-
tion in sentencing decisions from criminal court cases 
sentences in Hebrew, which poses extra challenges 
due to the less availability of tooling for other languag-
es. Das & Das (2017) proposed a two stage approach 
for the automated analysis of a large number of crime 
reports against women in India. The first phase focus-
es on the extraction from online newspaper articles of 
crime reports and its exploration in order to identify 
most frequent observed entities, like names of cities, 
etc. They also show that a second stage of processing 
is required in order to further categorise the identified 
basic entities in order to extract unique and relevant 
modus operandi features. This short literature overview 
shows the importance of the development of a frame-
work with various AI approaches to extract modus 
operandi features from unstructured textual data. As 
such we propose a step-wise approach to analyse au-
tomatic extraction of modus operandi-related features 
via exploration, categorisation, and detection analysis. 
This decomposition enables to align these problems to 
specific functions of text-mining or machine learning 
methods, such as similarity detection, clustering, or 
named entity recognition. Using practical examples 
we demonstrate how this approach enables to auto-
matically extract relevant information from court case 
sentences for analysing modus operandi evolution in 
time.

Methodology

Vijay Gaikwad, Chaugule & Patil (2014) underline the 
importance of articulating the goal of text analysis with 
the appropriate technique functionality. Moreover, Das 
& Das (2017) point out that modus operandi extraction 
is a challenging task specifically due to the complex-
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ity of organised crime. In order to create insights into 
the evolution of the synthetic drugs trade very specific 
details of the criminal process, like the precursors used 
to produce synthetic drugs (which will also influence 
the production process), need to be extracted and 
analysed. On the other hand, other types of crimes 
may require less specific information in order to reveal 
adaptation in the MO. For instance, focusing on the 
type of weapon used in murders can provide insight 
into the trends in murder MO. Therefore, different MO 
questions may require different text analysis technique 
functionalities given the available data at hand. As 
such we propose a step-wise text analytical approach 
for automated extraction of MO features from crimi-
nal court sentences. This approach uses different NLP 
methods to extract and understand information from 
textual data. Some of the methods in our approach 
are based on supervised machine learning, while oth-
ers are based on unsupervised machine learning. An 
unsupervised learning approach uses machine learn-
ing algorithms to analyse and cluster unlabelled data 
sets. These algorithms discover hidden patterns in data 
without the need for human intervention, which yields 
the term “unsupervised”. An example of an unsuper-
vised learning method is topic modelling as it automat-
ically analyses text data to determine cluster “topics” 
that occur in the set of documents. On the other hand, 
a supervised learning approach uses labelled datasets 
that have been designed to train or “supervise” algo-
rithms into classifying data or predicting outcomes ac-
curately. Using labelled inputs and outputs, the model 
can measure its accuracy and learn over time. As an ex-
ample, a supervised method can be trained to perform 
Named Entity Recognition (NER). NER is the method of 
locating and categorizing important nouns and proper 
nouns in a text (like the name of a city or organisation) 
(Mohit, 2014).

Although supervised methods are prone to bias (due 
to the selection and labelling process), the analysis of 
large bodies of data without support is also prone to 
biases as one usually explores the data based on pre-
defined keywords yielding a less objective analysis 
(Birks, Coleman and Jackson, 2020).

Our stepwise approach consists of three main steps 
that focus on different facets of MO extraction: Explora-
tion, Detection, and Categorisation.

The Exploration step aims at getting a grip on the avail-
able data. In this step, broad MO questions can be 

addressed like what are the relevant terms in court 
sentences? Do these terms change over the years? 
Unsupervised methods are well suited for this step. 
Application of such methods is usually preceded by 
a process of tokenisation (separating a given text into 
smaller text pieces, tokens), sentence segmentation, 
parsing and other pre-processing tasks like lemmatiza-
tion (a process that analyses words according to their 
root lexical components). Topic modelling techniques 
are often used to filter and identify the semantic struc-
ture (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998). Topic models 
are probabilistic methods that aim to discover latent 
themes that are the hidden structure that character-
ise the unstructured text. Depending on the param-
eter setting, which controls the number of categories, 
methods search for global themes or salient local 
themes. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method 
and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) method are con-
ventional tools used to extract the various topics from 
the text (Blei, Ng & Jordan 2003). The LDA method ap-
plies a generative process in which the Dirichlet distri-
bution is used to draw random samples from the data. 
With this procedure, a topic can be drawn from each 
word, and each word can be associated with a topic. By 
limiting the number of topics, each word is assigned to 
the most likely topic. Similarly, LSA provides contextu-
al meaning to text (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998) as 
follows. First, a document-to-term matrix is generated, 
which is then used to decompose the text into dif-
ferent dimensions based on the parameter setting of 
the algorithm. In terms of modus operandi questions, 
unsupervised methods provide a general overview of 
available terms and a nonspecific overview of the un-
derlying structure of the available information, in some 
sense, they offer the possibility of zooming out.

The results of the exploration step provide insight into 
the potential of the available data and also input for 
the Detection and Categorisation steps.

In the Detection step, a further deepening of the anal-
ysis of the available data takes place to identify specific 
MO features and possible links between these features. 
Supervised methods are particularly well suited to ad-
dress these questions (Shabata, Omar, & Rahem, 2014). 
This is particularly of interest when quick and nuanced 
information is required of specific modus operandi 
types. Supervised methods usually require a pipeline 
of annotation (process of labelling text so that it can 
be used by a model), model training, and model eval-
uation. By training the model using the labelled exam-
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ples, it can learn the capability to distinguish and clas-
sify specific information. Models that perform NER are 
very popular and efficient. In particular, the application 
of a supervised model that is trained to perform NER 
requires an existing pre-trained model (for example 
BERT; Devlin et al 2018) or self-trained models. Howev-
er, due to the level of quality (these models are trained 
and require a large corpus of text) of the pre-trained 
models and the number of models that are publicly 
accessible on the internet, using a pre-trained model 
is usually more efficient to perform NER. Moreover, it 
is even possible to add your own entities to the pre-
trained models which could tune the model to a spe-
cific domain. This is especially useful in order to extract 
relevant information about the modus operandi.

The identification process of entities enriches the anal-
ysis with additional information, such as the identifi-
cation of persons, organisations, locations, or modus 
operandi specific information such as weapon and 
drug-related information. Therefore, validated super-
vised models performing NER are a powerful tool to 
quickly enable users to detect and extract specific 
information on modus operandi types and search for 
specific information in large data sets.

The Categorisation step, brings further deepening to 
the analysis by focusing on the detection of modus 
operandi features and their differences and types (for 
instance, which trends in the synthetic drugs modus 
operandi can be identified in a given period?). It can 
be executed when the dataset and more specifically 
the modus operandi question is sufficiently structured, 
and the necessary context (subject matter expertise) is 
available. In this step, a pipeline is formalised in which 
different types of methods are combined. This rang-
es from data transformation techniques like the Term 
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), 
a numerical statistic that demonstrates how impor-
tant a word is in the available data (Ramos, 2003), or 
the classic K-means clustering (unsupervised machine 
learning method that aims to derive a partition of the 
data occurrences into k clusters (Hartigan & Wong, 
1979) and supervised machine learning which uses the 
labels identified by the K-means clustering.

Finally, and as a picture is worth a thousand words, sev-
eral AI algorithms can be used to support the analysis 
and interpretation of the results of the above applica-
tions.

Results

In order to illustrate the potential of the proposed 
step-wise approach, we have conducted some exper-
iments based on the published court case sentences 
on the website of the Dutch Judicial System (www.re-
chtspraak.nl). We focused on the sentence indictment 
component “Tenlastelegging”, which summarises the 
reasoning behind the sentencing based on the evi-
dence. As these open sources do not contain personal 
information (this data has been blurred) the data set 
does not pose ethical and/or privacy challenges. It 
should be noted that the data set is on itself biased as 
it focuses only on published court sentences and thus 
does not cover fully the reality of the criminality.

Exploration step
A first data set was extracted by considering available 
criminal law (in Dutch: strafrecht) verdicts between 
2018 and 2021. This data set was further refined in or-
der to include sentences that contained indictment or 
evidence, which resulted in 19.976 sentences (Jung et 
al., 2022).

In order to gain insight into this large data volume the 
exploration step was conducted. LDA (and a visualis-
ation package pyLDAvis) was applied to uncover topics 
in the data set, see figure below.

In this figure, the identified topics for sexual offences 
are displayed on the left-hand side (topic modelling). 
This can be further analysed by clicking on the topic 
in the top-left corner. When selecting a topic, the ten 
most relevant terms of that topic are displayed on the 
right-hand side in decreasing importance order. As the 
above figure shows, the use of topic modelling sup-
ports the exploration of large sets in order to get an 
overview of the semantic structure in the textual in-
formation.

The potential of visualisation to aid the exploration is 
shown by the application of Scattertext (Python pack-
age to visualise the differences between two categories 
of text according to the term frequencies within each 
class), see Figure 2. This figure displays the comparison 
in frequency of all the words found in the used data set 
(available criminal law verdicts) between the years 2018 
(X-axis) and 2019 (Y-axis). Each dot represents a word 
found in the data set court sentences of 2018 or 2019. 
A dot closer to the top of the plot indicates that this 
word occurred more frequently in 2018, while a dot 

http://www.uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/
http://www.uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/
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further to the right of the plot shows that this word oc-
curred more frequently in 2019. At the top-left corner 
“bitcoin” appears which indicates that Bitcoin occurred 

often in court sentences in 2018 but not in 2019. On 
the other hand, ‘amphetamine’ (bottom-right corner) 
occurred more often in 2019 and not in 2018

Figure 2: Example of data visualisation

Figure 1: Example of topic modelling
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This exploration of the data using unsupervised meth-
ods quickly provides insight into the similarities and dif-
ferences in the data and enables analysis across differ-
ent time horizons, without requiring labelling of data. 
On the other hand, the topic clusters found might be 
too similar or too many.

Detection step
In order to illustrate this step, we will focus on court 
sentences related to a more complex type of crime, 
drugs trade, and in particular cocaine trade. As such 
the court sentences related to Strafrecht (Criminal Law) 
ranging from the 1930s to 2022 and containing the 
words cocaine and tenlastelegging (indictment) were 
selected (Dijkstra et al. 2022). In order to identify spe-

cific characteristics of modus operandi of cocaine trad-
ing in the court sentences and possible relations, NER 
was applied (from the open-source library SpaCy). Al-
though the models available have been pre-trained for 
different languages including Dutch, the library model 
was not able to identify entities related to crime, like 
different types of drugs, weapons, and storage spac-
es. Therefore, it was necessary to retrain the model to 
identify these entities. The entities from the NER are 
used in SpaCY displayCy dependency visualiser to find 
relevant sentences and keywords, which are then ex-
ploited to create a graph, summarizing the relation be-
tween the MO cocaine features as shown in the figure 
below.

Figure 3: Possible relations between cocaine modus operandi features

This experimental application of SpaCY NER was able 
to detect specific elements of modus operandi in the 
cocaine trade (means for transport, locations, etc). 
Moreover, the SpaCY displayCy dependency visualiser 
enables visualisation of these entities and their rela-

tionships creating extra insights. Nonetheless, the ap-
plication of NER does require annotation of the data 
by experts in order to increase its performance, and 
also the development of dedicated training data sets 
as well as validation procedures.
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Categorisation step

To illustrate this step court sentences related to syn-
thetic drugs were considered as this has a rather intri-
cate modus operandi. In order to address the research 
question regarding the evolution of synthetic drugs 
MO in the Netherlands, the court sentences related to 
Strafrecht (Criminal Law) up to 2022 and containing the 
words drugs and tenlastelegging (indictment) were se-

lected which resulted in 17.714 drug-related court cases 
sentences (Bertrams et al, 2022). In this preliminary ex-
periment, the textual data were transformed using the 
TF-IDF analysis. Using the TF-IDF on itself can already 
reveal interesting patterns. The figure below shows the 
trend of synthetic drugs and required precursors that 
appeared in Dutch court cases in the last years.

Figure 4: Synthetic drugs and required precursors trends in Dutch court cases

The first row of graphs shows the prevalence of the 
end product is mentioned over time in court cases. The 
second row shows the prevalence of synthetic drugs 
and the precursors and pre-precursors over time.

After the TF-IDF transformation, K-means clustering 
was used to generate several clusters. After exam-
ination of these clusters (and the words that were 
part of the cluster), 4 categories were identified (Pro-
duction, Transport, Selling, and Possession). Using 
the court cases sentence dates the evolution over 
time of these categories can be observed, see figure 
below. In particular, an increased prevalence of court 
cases related to Production is visible around 2017.

These experiments show that the applications of 
categorisation methods does enable identifying 
differences and similarities between specific mo-
dus operandi characteristics. Moreover, they also 
support the analysis of the evolution of specific 
modus operandi features over time. However, the 
application of these methods require pre-identified 
specific modus operandi features that yield differ-
ent modus operandi types. Such specific features 
need to be significant in order to be detected. 
Moreover, like other supervised methods it does 
require manual annotation and training process as 
well as validation.
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Figure 5: Evolution over time of the occurrences of four synthetic drugs MO feature categories

Conclusions

The quick pace of technological innovations poses in-
creasing challenges and opportunities to policing. As 
criminal organisations profit from these technological 
advances and quickly adopt new technology there is 
a pressing need to acquire insight into adaptations in 
the used criminal methods of operations, Modus Op-
erandi (MO), and their evolution over time.

In this paper, we build on existing research in order to 
explore the potential and challenges of the applica-
tion of AI methods to extract criminal modus operandi 
features from unstructured open text sources, like law 
court sentences. Court sentences provide an accessible 
(as they are often available online) and reliable infor-
mation source that contains validated information on 
criminal activities, although not complete. Nonethe-
less, they form a solid basis for MO analysis and offer an 
alternative to the examination of classified police infor-
mation. Moreover, the use of court case sentences also 
facilitates cross-country comparisons. The automatic 
analysis of court cases narrative texts using natural 
language processing (NLP) techniques enables the ex-
ploration of large volumes of court sentences, the ex-
traction of relevant information and the uncovering of 
patterns. Consequently, it reduces the effort and time 
spent by crime analyst resources and it also supports 
an objective extraction process as the manual extrac-
tion of MO features by different crime analysts is more 
prone to errors and biases.

The inherent complexity of modus operandi and the 
unstructured character of law court sentences yield 
the need to align and structure the modus operandi 
questions with the appropriate methodologies. In fact, 
different MO features–related questions demand differ-
ent approaches that vary from exploration, detection, 
and categorisation analysis. Therefore, the proposed 
stepwise approach offers support when tackling differ-
ent MO features-related questions.

The preliminary experiments conducted show the po-
tential but also highlight the caveats to its application 
in policing practice. In particular, they emphasise the 
need to consider the criminal context when applying 
AI and suggest the importance of establishing mul-
ti-disciplinary teams and stimulating a stronger coop-
eration between data scientists and IA specialists with 
crime analysts. Moreover, the experiments also reveal 
the importance of developing transparent data anno-
tation schemes in order to support the development 
of unbiased supervised methods as well as creating 
training sets for the AI methods as also mentioned by 
Gumusel et al (2022).

Finally, more research is needed to further explore this 
initial effort in practice and to analyse its potential for 
cross-national comparisons.
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